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1. The DSSSB vide its advertisement No. 01/15 had advertised total OS vacancies
(UR-04 & OBC-Ol) including 01 PH (OH) for the post of Pharmacist under post
code 28/15 in DTC with closing date 26.11.2015. Board has conducted written
examination for the recruitment to this post on 13.08.2017.

2. Further, total 15 candidates were called for uploading the dossier for the post of
Pharmacist under post code 28/15. The e-dossier link was activated w.e.f.
06.06.2018 to 20.06.2018 vide notice no. 664 dated 01.06.2018. 15 candidates
have uploaded the documents through e-dossier module in stipulated time.

3. On the basis of marks secured in written examination and after preliminary scrutiny
as per the provisions of the statutory Recruitment Rules for the post and the terms
and conditions of the advertisement, the following candidate is provisionally selected
to the post of Pharmacist under post code 28/15 subject to their fulfilling all other
conditions of eligibility and also correctness of the information furnished by the
candidates in their online application form and e-dossier :-

4. List of recommended candidates in UR Category: Total (UR-03)

SL ROLLNO NAME DOB CATEGORY MARKS REMARKS
1 15502404 MANOJ 07-05-1994 UR 119.75 UR-01

AGGARWAL
2 15504060 MANISH 14/12/1989 UR 119.5 UR-02

BHANDARI
3 15502410 ARUN KUMAR 18/09/1987 UR 116.75 UR-03

SHARMA

5. List of recommended candidate in OBCCategory: Total(OBC-Ol)

SL ROLLNO NAME DOB CATEGORY MARKS REMARKS
1 15503606 SUDESH PAL 07-12-1990 OBC 105.75 OBC-01

6. List of recommended candidates in PH (VH): NIL as no suitable candidate.



7. The selection of the above 04 candidates (UR-03 & OBC-Ol) shall be further
subject to thorough verification of the candidature of the candidates by the User
Department. The candidature of the candidates is liable to be cancelled by the
User Department, in case, candidate is found not fulfilling all the eligibility
conditions of the Recruitment Rules for the posts or for any other genuine reason.
The decision of the User Department regarding the eligibility of the candidate
shall be final and binding on the candidate.

8. The following candidate is declared as "NOT ELIGIBLE" and his candidature for
the post of Pharmacist under post code 28/15 is hereby rejected due to reasons
which is shown against his names in the remarks column. The result has
processed keeping in view of the eligibility conditions regarding educational
qualifications / caste certificate / disability certificate etc. as on cut-off date i.e.
26.11.2015:

sl rollno name dob marks Fpostcode remarks

1 15501915 SUNEEL KUMAR GARG 07-01-1979 117.5 28/15(UR,DGS) Being over age

9. The User department shall also check the eligibility of the reservation benefit, if
any. Further, if applicable, User Department shall verify the genuineness of the
caste certificate furnished by the candidate prior to issuing offer of appointment
to the candidates. The Competent Authority of the User Department shall arrange
to verify the correctness of the information/ documents as furnished in the
application forms and e-dossier vis-a-vis the original documents. Further, the
appointing authority shall verify and satisfy itself about the authenticity of
documents/certificates and essential qualification regarding successful completion
of training for the post before finally appointing the candidate.

10.User Department shall also get the SC/ST/OBC certificates verified from the
issuing authority. Further, in case of the OBC candidates, it may also be verified
that the candidate does not belongs to creamy layer of the schedule of Govt. of
India, DOPT O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt.(SCT) dated 08.09.1993 O.M. No.
36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res) dated 09.03.2004 and O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt.
(Res) dated 14.08.2008.

l1.Mere inclusion of the name of the candidate in the result notice does not confer
any right upon the candidate over the post unless the user department is satisfied
after such inquiry as may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable
in all respect for appointment to the post.



12. While every care has been taken in preparing the result, DSSSB
reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any
stage.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority, DSSSB.

NO.FA (476)/ DSSSB/ CC-I/2017/ 2-17-PJ ~<J')

(oy.sJitetarY CC-I)
Dated 3-0/6/1'"

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:

1. PS to Chairperson, DSSSB.
2. PS to Member-II, DSSSB.
3. PSto COE, DSSSB.
4. Jt. Secretary to Hon'ble LG, Rajniwas, Delhi.
5. S.O. to Chief Secretary, Delhi. 5th Level, Delhi Secretariat, Delhi-ll0002.
6. AD Planning, DSSSB.
7. Deputy Secretary, (P&P) in duplicate for intimation to the user Department.
8. System Analyst, IT Branch with the request to upload the result notice on the

website of the Board.
9. Reception Office/Notice Board/Guard File.

(Oy. s~tarY CC-I)
DSSSB


